
Story - Coffees from Honduras can be so amazing when they're done right. They

possess deep, juicy red fruits, complex sweetness and balanced acidity. And this

coffee from Jose Amilcar hits all the marks for amazing coffee from Honduras. 

 Layered flavours of blackberry and red apple combine with sweet flavours of

chocolate and caramel to result in a balanced but complex cup that perfectly

expresses what coffee's from Honduras can be. 

 

In many ways, however, this coffee is a surprise. It was grown in a less well-known

coffee growing region of Honduras, and is comprised of a variety more well known

for high-yielding commercial lots than high-end specialty coffees. All of this is just

more testament to the care taken by Jose at the farm to produce a coffee so

expressive of terroir. We're super excited to be able to offer this example of how

new growing regions and less-than-renowned coffee varieties can still produce

exceptional coffees. 

 

Huertesitas - Jose has been running his six hectare farm Huertesitas since he was

25 years old. It's located at 1700m above sea level, in the mountainous regions of

Western Honduras. He had been selling his coffee to the local market until recently,

when he partnered with Nordic Approach to export his coffee to the US and Europe.

Nordic approach worked with him to improve agronomic and processing practices

at the farm, improving the quality to what we see today. 

 

IH-90 - IH-90 is a cross between the coffee varieties Catimor and Caturra, originally

created to be a high yielding plant that's able to adjust to lower altitudes. This

variety has become extremely popular amongst producers in Honduras because of

it's high yields, but has often become associated with lower quality. We're super

excited to find a lot that breaks this association, and shows that this variety is more

than capable of producing delicious, high quality coffees. 

 

Transparency - We bought the entire lot os Jose's coffee that came to the US, and

we're super excited to be able to offer it. We purchased 18 x 30kg boxes that came

vacuum sealed. We paid $5.25 per pound for this coffee, and cupped it at an 87.25!

 

 

Huertesitas
Honduras

Coffee Specifications:
Region: Masaguara

Producer: Jose Amilcar

Process: Washed

Variety:  IH-90

Altitude: 1700m

 

Tasting Notes:
Plum, Blackberry, Red Apple, Dark

Chocolate, Caramel, Sweet and

Creamy

 


